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ABSTRACT 
Doubly stochastic matrices are defined which have entries from an arbitrary 
vector space V. The extreme points of this convex set of matrices are studied, and 
convex subsets of V are identified for which these extreme matrices are of a 
permutation matrix type, i.e. for which a Birkhoff theorem holds. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An n X n matrix with entries from [0, l] and with row and column sums of 
one is called a doubly stochastic matrix. The set of all such matrices is a 
convex set. The study of this set of matrices, its extreme points, and the 
continuous analogues can be traced at least as far back as Schur’s 1923 paper 
[12] and continues today (see references). One of the cornerstones of the 
study is the following theorem due to G. Birkhoff [2]: 
THE BIRKHOFF THEOREM. The set of nXn doubly stochastic matrices is 
the convex hull of the permutation matrices (i.e. those with a 1 in each row 
and column). 
Much of the research in this area has concentrated on extending this result 
(Problem 111, [3]). Recently a new direction for this work was introduced in 
independent papers by Peter M. Gibson [lo] and M. H. Clapp and R. C. 
Shiflett [8], which generalize the entries of the matrix from real numbers to 
more general algebraic systems. Gibson considers doubly stochastic matrices 
with entries from a ring, while Clapp and Shiflett work with entries from 
convex subsets of the unit square. 
The purpose here is to continue this line of investigation and expand it to 
matrices whose entries come from an arbitrary vector space V. Our main 
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concern is to understand the geometric nature of the set of doubly stochastic 
matrices through the extreme points of the set and to determine when a 
Birkhoff type theorem holds. 
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
In this paper V will be an arbitrary vector space and K will be a convex 
subset of V. We will denote the set of extreme points of any convex set C by 
Ext C. The convex set K is assumed to have the zero element of V in its 
extreme points, i.e. 0~Ext K, and a fixed nonzero u in Ext K. Letters such as 
i, i, m, and n denote natural numbers. 
DEFINITION 1. An n X n matrix M with entries from K is called Kdoubly 
stochastic relative to u if the row and column sums of M are all u. 
The set of all nXn Kdoubly stochastic matrices relative to u is denoted 
by 9&,(K). For ME%,(K), we write M=[xii], where xiiEK and ZyTixii= 
&Xii=U. 
DEFINITION 2. Let {q:i=1,2,..., k} be a set of k linearly independent 
vectors from V. The k-box [l] spanned by these vectors is the set 
k 
s[o,u,,u, )...) tQ.]= x= 2 (YiUi:oG(YiG1 , 
i=l 
where U=Zy=iui. 
3. BIRKHOFF THEOREM ON k-BOXES 
The Birkhoff theorem as stated in Section 1 may be restated as follows: 
A matrix M is an extreme point of the set of nXn doubly stochastic 
matrices if and only if each entry of M is extreme in [0, 11. 
It is this form of the theorem we will establish for k-boxes. 
We will begin with some simple observations. 
PROPOSITION 1. a,(K) is convex. 
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Proof. Consider M1=[xii] and M,=[yii] in ‘X,(K). Then aM,+(l- 
a)M,=[axii+(l-a)yii] and axii+(l-a)yiiEK for every aE[O, 11. Finally, 
i (axii+(l-a)yii)=a i $+(1-a) i yii 
j=l j=l i=l 
=au+(l-a)u=u. 
Since the same works for i, aM, + (1 - a)M, E%,(k). n 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf fir M=[x,J E%,(K) every entry xii is in Ext K, 
then MEExt 9+,(K). 
Proof. If M@ExtM,(K), then there exist M,=[yii] and M,=[zii] in 
x,(K) such that M, #M, and M= $(M, + M,). However, this implies, for 
some entry, 
with yii #zii and both in K. Therefore xii @Ext K. n 
Proposition 2 indicates that half of the Birkhoff theorem always holds no 
matter what vector space V and convex subset K, S[O, u] C K, we choose. The 
converse does not in general hold, as an example shows. Let K be the convex 
huh of {(O,O), (1,2), (2,0), (3,3)}, where u x(3,3). Then 
( (192) (291) M= (2J) (L2) 1 
is extreme in %a( K), but (2,l) @ Ext K. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let K=S[O,u]={x=au:O~a~l}. M=[xii]~ 
Ext Em,(K) if and only if every entry is either 0 or u, i.e. xii EExt K. 
Proof. The map which associates x=au with a forms an isomorphism of 
9R,( K) and the classical doubly stochastic matrices %,,([O, 11). Since this 
map preserves extreme points, we may use the Birkhoff theorem of Section 1 
to conclude our result. W 
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THEOREM 1 (The Birkhoff theorem for k-boxes). Let K be the k-box 
spanned by the linearly independent vectors { ul, us,. . . , uk}, with x:=,ui = u. 
Then M = [ xii] is in Ext ?JR,( K) if and only if each of its entries xii is in 
Ext K. 
Proof. The proof is given in a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let 9R,n( K,) and ‘..,(K,) be the nXn doubly stochastic 
matrices over K, relative to the extreme point u,#O, and K, relative to the 
extreme point u,#O, respectively. Zf u1+u2=u and K,+K,=K, then 
=,(K1)+‘Q(K&%,(K). 
Proof. If M,=[xii]~%,(K,) then B,xii=Zirii=u,. Similarly for M,= 
[y,i]E%,(K,) we have Xiyii=Ziyii=uz. Thus M=M,+M,=[xii+yii]~ 
%+,(K,+K,) is in a,(K), since Zi(xii+yij)=Bi(xii+ yii)=ur+uz=u. n 
LEMMA 2. Let C, C,, and C, be convex subsets of some vector space W 
with C,+C,CC, and let x1+x2=x with x,EC, and x~EC,. Zf xEExtC 
then x1 EExt C, and x2 EExt C,. 
Proof. Suppose x,@ExtC,; then x,=o~y+(l-(r)z, (u~(O,l), where y 
and z are in C, but not equal to xi. Consequently x=cy( y + x2) + (1 - a)( a+ 
~a), and so x is not in Ext C. 
LEMMA 3. lf K is the k-box SIO, Us,... , u,], where ui are linearly 
independent, then 
.z= 5 ui, EExt K 
j=l ’ 
for any collection of subscrtpts i,, i,, . . . , i,. 
Proof. Let z=Z~=rl~~~=tZ’~=i(~~u~ +(l-t)Z~=,&ui, where LY~ and pi 
come from [0, l] and t E (0,l). Then Zf= i [ tai + (1 - t )&I ui - Zy= lui, = 0. By 
linear independence, t~i1+(l-t)/3i,=1 for subscripts ii,...,&, and ta, +(I 
-t)& =O otherwise. Thus CQ, =&, ~1 for ii,. ,., i,, and oi =& =O other- 
wise. So z E Ext K. n 
The next lemma is the result of Lemmas 1 and 2. 
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LEMMAS. LetK,+K,=K,withu,+u,=u,osinLemma2.ZfM=M, 
+M,, M, E%,(K,), and M, E‘%,(K~), and if MEExt X,(K), then M, E 
Ext a,( K,) and M, E Ext ‘%,( K,). 
LEMMA 5. Let u1 and u2 be linearly independent, K,=S[O, u,], and 
K,=S[O, uz] with K the 2box, K=K, t-K,, u1 +u2=u. Then M=[xii] is in 
Ext a,,(K) if and only if each of its entries xii is in Ext K. 
Proof. One direction of the proof is Proposition 2. Suppose that M=[xii] 
EExt 9&,(K). Then xii =aiiul +piiuz, where oii and /I,, come from [O,l]. 
Since 
u=~xii=I:(aiiul+,8iiu,)=( zaij)“l+( ZP,i)“2 
i i I i 
and u = ur + us, the linear independence of ur and us implies &qi =Z,&, = 
1. Similarly Bi~ii=B,&i=l. This says that M,=[criiul]~%,(K1) and 
M, = [&u,] E Gx,( K,) with M = M, + M,. By Lemma 4, M,EExt a,( K,) 
and Ms~Ext %,( K,). Then by Proposition 3, the entries of M, are either 0 
or ul, and for M, they are 0 or us. Thus the entries of M are from 
(0, ur, us, ur + us = u} = Ext K. n 
The final step in the proof of our theorem is an induction. Let K be a 
k-box S[O, ur, us,. . . , u,], 8fx=1ui = u. Let K, = SIO, uk] and K, = 
S[O,u,,..., u~_~], so that K = K, + K,. 
Proposition 3 and Lemma 5 get the induction started. Suppose our 
theorem holds for all sets which are (k - l>boxes. Let M= [xii] E Ext Em,(K). 
Then 
k 
xii = 2 aii[ul> aijl E [O> l] > 
I=1 
i=l 
=i 
l=l 
i=l \ Z=l I 
However, u=2;= rul, and by linear independence, 8~=rcuiil = 1. Similarly 
C~&xiil = 1. 
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k-l 
Mz IaijkUkl + z “ijl”l 1 1 I=1 
and 
Thus M,=[aiikuk]~9R,(K,). Furthermore, 
k-l 
= 2 ti[=ti---uk, 
I=1 
and 
k-l 
M2= 2 %iZ”l Ean(K2). 
[ 1 Z=l 
From the lemmas, we have 
M, EExt 9&C,) and M, EExt ‘X,(K,), 
and the entries of M, come from (0, uk}. By the induction hypothesis, the 
entries of M, come from Ext K,. Thus every entry of M is extreme by Lemma 
3. W 
4. BIRKHOFF SETS 
The previous theorem establishes the Birkhoff theorem on k-boxes, and we 
have examples of convex sets on which the theorem does not hold. In [8], the 
convex subsets of the unit square on which the Birkhoff theorem holds were 
characterized. 
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DEFINITION 3. A convex subset K of the vector space V is called a 
Birkhoffset if OEExt K, if there is a uEExt K, u#O, and if MEExt 97,,(K) 
if and only if the entries of M come from Ext K (i.e., Birkhoff sets are those 
convex sets on which the Birkhoff theorem holds). 
The theorem of the previous section shows that k-boxes are Birkhoff sets, 
and Theorem 1 of [8] shows that the parallelograms are the only Birkhoff 
subsets of [0, l] X [0, l] containing (0,O) and with (1,l) as U. 
In this section we give sufficient conditions for a set to be a Birkhoff set. 
We will only consider sets K which are convex subsets of an n-dimensional 
subspace V, of V with 0 and u #O in Ext K. It should be observed that some 
points of K may not be able to be used in a doubly stochastic matrix of size 
m X m. For instance, for a vector x E K to appear in a 2 X 2 matrix, we must 
have u - x E K. On the other hand, if a vector 1c appears in an m X m matrix, 
that vector x will appear in some k X k matrix for every k > m. We begin this 
section by identifying which vectors may appear as entries in our matrices. 
The following propositions concern the structure of the important convex 
subsets for our study. 
PROPOSITION 4. K is symmetric with respect to the vector u/2 if and 
only if every vector x in Ext K appears in some M in X2( K ), and conse- 
quently, in some M in 9R,(K) for all n92. 
Proof. If K is symmetric through u/2 and x~Ext K, then u--r~ K. 
Moreover, if xi1 =x~ =x and x 12=xZI=u-x, then M=[xii]E%,(K). By 
allowing, xii =uaii for all 3<i<n and 3GjGn, we expand from M=[rii] in 
9&,(K) to a matrix in X,(K) for all nP2. 
Conversely, suppose x~Ext K may appear in an ME‘&(K). Then 
u-x E K. For any y E K, we may write, for ei EExt K, 
k 
Y= 2 tiei9 $ ti=l. 
i=I i=l 
Then 
k 
u- y=u- z tiei = i t,(u-e,). 
i=l i=l 
Therefore, u - y E K. n 
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This proposition characterizes the vectors in K which may be used in 2 X 2 
matrices. This set may of course be different from, but it is contained in, the 
set of vectors which may be used in 3 X 3 matrices. 
DEFINITION 4. K, CK is that set of vectors which may be used in some 
ME9R”(K). 
PROPOSITION 5. 
(i) K,={xEK:(u-x)/(n-l)EK}, 
(ii) K, is convex, 
(iii) K, CK,CK,c ... CK,C ..., 
(iv) %,(K)=%,(K,)=%,(K,+,)= . . . . 
Proof. Notice that given ty~K, where t is a real scalar, we have sy EK 
for all s<t. If x appears in ME%,(K), then there is a set of n- 1 vectors, 
yi, ys ,..., yn_i, in K for which 
n-l 
z yi=u-x. 
i=l 
However y,/( n - 1) E K and therefore 
is in K by convexity. Clearly each x for which (u-x)/( n - 1) E K appears in 
at least one M in 9lL,( K ), so x E K,. 
Now (ii) and (iii) may be easily proven using (i); and (iv) is an immediate 
consequence of the definition along with (iii). n 
The next definition and proposition show there exists a smallest subset A 
of K for which a,(K) is %,(A) for all n. 
DEFINITION 5. K,={xEK: t(u-X)EK for some t, O<tGl}. 
PROPOSITION 6. 
(i) K,= U,K,, 
(ii) K, is convex, and 
(iii) 9R,,( K)=%,(K,) f or a II na2, and K, is the smallest such subset 
ofK. 
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Proof If ~EK, then (u-x)/(n-l)eK and so ~EK,. If XEK,, then 
t(u--x)EK for some t, O<t<l. Then Sl/(n-1) for some n>2, and so 
XE K, for some n>2. We now have K, = U .K,, which implies (ii) because 
each K, is convex. 
Since K,CK,CK and %+,(K,)=%,(K) for every n32, we have 
9Tl,,(K,)=9R,(K,)=%+,(K) for all na2. Clearly none of any K, may be 
left out, since a,,( A) # %,( K,) = %I,,( K) if A SK,. So K, is the smallest 
such set. n 
This proposition shows that K, is exactly those vectors of K which appear 
in some m X m doubly stochastic matrix. We give a second characterization of 
K, and point out that the method of proof is important. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let K be a subset of an ndimensional subspace V, of V, 
and xEK. Then XEK, if and only if u-x=Xrzlx, for sm set 
{ x1, x s>...,x,,,> of K. 
Proof. If XEK, then XEK, for some M. Let x1,..., x,-r be the other 
entries of the row containing x. Then u-x=Zy_i’xi. 
Now suppose x is in K but not in K,. Then u-x is not in K. There is a 
hyperplane P (an n- 1 dimensional subspace of V,), supporting 
cone of K, 
the positive 
and separating K from u - x. Now let L = {cb,, : b,,E V} be a one dimensional 
subspace of V, not contained in 7. If {b,, . . . , b,_ 1} is a basis for m, so that 
{b i ,..., b,_,,b,} generates V,,, let 
be the projection of ?T onto L. If x could be written as 
u-x= i xi, xi in K, 
i=l 
then P(u-x)=8:,,P(xi), and this is not possible, since the xi are on the 
opposite side of r from U-X. n 
Propositions 6 and 7 shows us that Birkhoff sets must be identified by 
their K, sets. 
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PROPOSITION 8. lf n is the maximum number of linearly independent 
vectors in K,, then n is the maximum number of linearly independent vectors 
in K,. 
Proof Suppose {x1,x2,..., x,,} CK, are linearly independent and no 
subset of n+ 1 linearly independent vectors exist. Now let 
By definition, u-z@K and t(u--x)EK for some O<t<l. Since u-t(u--x) 
= (1 - t )u + tx is a convex combination of points in K,, we see that t( u - x) 
EK,. Then 
t(u-x)= i aixi 
i=l 
for some set of ai. Thus 
Therefore x is in the span of x1,. . . , xk. n 
THEOREM 2. If K is a Birkhoff set, then 
ExtK,CExtK,C -a. CExtK,C ... cExtK,cExtK. 
Proof Suppose xE Ext K, but x @Ext K. Since K is a Birkhoff set, 
M text %L,( K) has entries from Ext K only. Since a,,( K)=%,( K,), the 
entries of M must come from Ext K n Ext K,. Finally, since r is not a convex 
combination of vectors in K,, x may not appear in any matrix, which 
contradicts Proposition 6. 
Now suppose x is in Ext K,. Then 
M=(,Y, “,“) CExt=,(K,)=Ext%,(K,)=ExtX,(K). 
So is x is not in Ext K, then K is not a Birkhoff set. Since K, cK, CK, CK 
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for all n, we have 
Ext K, CExt K, CExt K, cK. 
More generally, if x is in Ext K,, then x appears as the ii entry in some M 
in %,(K,)=9lL,(K,)=%,(K). Furthermore 
M= 2 tkMk, M,areinExt%+,(K,)=Ext9lL,(K). 
k=l 
Every entry of Mk is in Ext K, fl Ext K. Since x is in Ext K,, we have x or 0 as 
the ii entry of each M,. Consequently, either x E Ext K or K is not a Birkhoff 
set. Then Ext K, CExt K, CExt K, CExt K for all n and all m > n. W 
The dimension of a set K is the minimum of the dimensions of the vector 
spaces containing K. Recall we assume the dimension of K is less than or 
equal to n. 
THEOREM 3. If K is a Birkhoff set, then the dimension of K, equals the 
dimension of K,, and Ext K, contains a basis of that dimension. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, Ext K, CExt K, and so, by Proposition 8, the 
maximum set of linearly independent vectors in Ext K, is the same as in 
ExtK,. Moreover, if {x~,x~,...,x,} is such a maximal set and xEK,, then 
x= i aixi, 
i=l 
where {x1, x2 ,..., x,} =Ext K,. Then 
x=i~laixi=t=~+l,i ( i: ‘i) ’ 
j=l 
So K, is spanned by {x1,. . . , xk}. n 
THEOREM 4. Zf M is in %X,(K) and evey row (or column) has at least 
n- 1 entries j&n Ext K, then MEExt 9+,(K). 
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proof Suppose M=[x~~]=~[Y~~]+B[z~~], where xii@Ext’. Then, by 
hypothesis, xi,EExt K for every k # i. Thus yik = Zik = Xik for d k # i. This 
implies 
so that 
MEExt X,(K). n 
Our final result is an extension of Theorem 1 of [8]. In this theorem, we 
wiU let K c V be convex and contain 0 and u as extreme points. Let 0 #U be 
in Ext K, and let K, be the intersection of K with the two dimensional 
subspace containing 0, v, and u. 
THEOREM 5. K, is a Birkhoff set if and only if its K, set equals its K, 
set, which is in turn a parallelogram. 
Proof. We will use K, and K, to represent the appropriate subsets of 
K,. Suppose K, is not a parahelogram and K, is a Birkhoff set. Then 
Theorem 2 says 
Ext K, CExt K, cExt K,, 
and by assumption there is an x E Ext K, such that u-x @ Ext K,. We may 
write 
x=z(u-v)+bv (1) 
for some a and b, since we are in a two dimensional space. There are two 
cases to consider. 
First, if aal and bal, or a-- =-l and b<O, or aGO and b>l, or aGO 
and b ~0, then one of the vectors 0, v, u - v, x, u would lie in the convex 
cover of the other vectors, which is a contradiction. 
Second, if O<a<l and b>l, or a>1 and O<b<l, then there is a 
y E Ext K, for which 
y=a(u-v)+bv (2) 
with O<a< 1 and b<O or, alternatively, a<0 and O< b< 1. For, we know 
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that t(u--~)EK, for some O<t<l; therefore, we set z=t(u--x) and have 
u--z=(l--t)u+txEK,, 
and YE K,. We now can write z=a,(u-v)+b,u, where O<a,<l and 
b, <O or a i < 0 and 0~ b, < 1. Consequently, there is a supporting line of K, 
containing points with a <O or b (0 in (2) thus there an extreme point with 
u<Oorb<O. 
Letusassumeu<OandO<b<l.If -lGu<O,thenusing(l),wehave 
xi = u - v + x =(a + l)(u - v)+ bv. Consequently, 1ci is in the parallelo- 
gram formed by 0, v, and U, and 
u-xi=v-XEK L’ * 
Therefore, 
u-x x V-X 
X v-x U-V 
V-X U-V X 1 
is in Ext %,(K,), but ~-x~~v-x is not in Ext K,. 
If a<--1, we let u=k+t, where k is a negative integer and -lGt<O. 
Take 
x,=x-k(u-v)+(u-v) 
=u(u-v)+bv+(l-k)(u-v) 
=(k+t)(u-u)+bv+(l-k)(u-u) 
=(1-t)(u-v)+bv. 
So x1 and u-xi are in the parallelogram formed by 0, v, and U. Therefore, 
the ( - k + 3>matrix 
u-v u-v . . . u-v X U-X1 
u-v U-V . . . x u-x1 U-V 
U-V * . . . x u-v * u-v . u-v 
X u--x1 ... u-v u-v u-v 
U--X1 U-V . . . u-v u-v x 
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is in Ext 91Lkt3(Ko), and u - x1 is not in Ext K,. As a consequence Ext K, 
consists of 0, v, u - v, and u only, which makes K, a parallelogram and equal 
to K,. 
The converse is a special case of Theorem 1. n 
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